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. , $0_{n}^{\vee}$ $n$ , $\alpha$ , $\nu(\sigma)$ $\sigma$
. , $n=2,3$
,
$\det_{\alpha}A$ $=$ $a_{11}a_{22}+\alpha a_{12}a_{21}$ , for $n=2$
$\det_{\alpha}A$ $=$ $a_{11}a_{22}a_{33}+\alpha(a_{11}a_{23}a_{32}+a_{22}a_{31}a_{13}+a_{33}a_{12}a_{21})$
$+\alpha^{2}(a_{12}a_{23}a_{31}+a_{13}a_{32}a_{21})$ , for $n=3$
. , $\alpha=-1,0,1$
$\det_{-1}A$ $=$ $\sum_{\sigma\in \mathit{6}_{\mathfrak{n}}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\sigma).\cdot\prod_{=1}^{n}a_{1\sigma(:)}$.
$\det_{0}A$ $=$ $. \cdot\prod_{=1}^{n}a:$:
$\det_{1}A$ $=$ $\sum_{\sigma\in 6_{n}}.\cdot\prod_{=1}^{n}a_{1\sigma(:)}$.
, $\det_{-1}=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t},$ $\det_{1}=\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ (cf. [13]).
$A$ ( $A\geq 0$ ) ,
.
per $A \geq\dot{.}\prod_{=1}^{n}a_{1}\ldots\geq\det A\geq 0.\cdot$
.
Lieb (cf. [3]), Fisher





$(-\mathrm{X}\vee 1^{l^{-}}\supset \mathit{0})=\geq\ \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{x}}T,$ $1^{\backslash }A\mathrm{T}\sigma)\mathrm{A}\vee\check{\mathit{2}}fs\mathrm{P}-5\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon\Rightarrow\overline{\mathrm{x}}o$ .




$\alpha=-1,0,1$ $\det_{\alpha}$ . $H_{n}$
$n\mathrm{x}n$ , $A\in H_{2}\Rightarrow\det_{\alpha}A\geq 0$
$\alpha\geq-1$ , $A\in H_{3}\Rightarrow\det_{\alpha}A\geq 0$
$\alpha=-1,$ $-1/2\leq\alpha\leq 4$ .
, .
2 ( , , )
.
. . (GUE) , $N\cross N$
$P_{N}(dX)=Z_{N}^{-1}\exp(-\mathrm{R}X^{2})dX$
. GUE ,
$\mu_{N}(x_{1}, \ldots,x_{N})$ $=$ $\mathrm{c}_{N}^{-1}.\prod_{1\leq\cdot<j\leq N}|x:-xj|^{2}\exp(-.\cdot\sum_{=1}^{N}x_{1}^{2}.)$
$=$ $\det(K^{(N)}(x:, xj))_{1j=1}^{N}.$, (1)





. $R$ ( )
, $Q=Q(R)$ $R$ .
, $Q$ $\xi=\sum_{:}\delta_{x:},x:\in Q$ , $A$
$\xi(A)$ . $Q$
$\mu$ ( , $(Q,$ $\mu)$ ) .
109
\Delta , .
, $f$ : $Rarrow \mathrm{R}$ ,
$\int_{Q}\mu(d\xi)\exp(-\langle\xi, f\rangle)$
[ . , $\xi=\sum_{i}\delta_{x}$: $\langle\xi, f\rangle=\sum_{i}f(x_{i})$
. .
2 , intensity $\lambda$ , $\mu$
, .











$\int_{Q}$ \mu (N)( ) $\exp(-\langle\xi, f\rangle)=\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(I-(1-e^{-f})K^{(N)})$
. , $K^{(N)}$ $K^{(N)}(x, y)$
, $L^{2}(\mathrm{R})$ $(1-e^{-f})K^{(N)}$
. $Narrow\infty$ $K(x, y)= \frac{\sin\pi(x-y)}{\pi(x-y)}$
$\int_{Q}\mu(d\xi)\exp(-\langle\xi, f\rangle)=\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(I-(1-e^{-f})K)$
, $\mu$ . ,
$K$ . ,
$[11, 12]$ .
2.1. $K$ : $L^{2}(R)arrow L^{2}(R)$ 1 ,
$[0, 1]$ . , $Q=Q(R)$
$\int_{\mathit{0}}\mu(d\xi)\exp(-\langle\xi, f\rangle)=\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(I-(1-e^{-f})K)$
$\underline{JQ}$







( ) . \Delta ( )
.
2.2. $K:L^{2}(R)arrow L^{2}(R)$ ,
$[0, \infty)$ . , $Q=Q(R)$
$\int_{Q}\mu(d\xi)\exp(-(\xi, f\rangle)=\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(I+(1-e^{-f})K)^{-1}$
$\mu$ . ,
$\rho_{n}(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})=\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(K(X:, Xj))_{1j=1}^{n}.$,
.
.





$x$ . $Q=Q(R)$ $x$








. $\mu$ , $n\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0,1,2,$ $\ldots$ ,
$(1+\alpha)(1+2\alpha)\cdots(1+(n-\mathfrak{h}\alpha)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0$ ,
$\alpha\in[0, \infty)\cup\{-1/m ; m=1,2, \ldots\}$
. , $\mu$
. , $\alpha$ $K$ (2)
$\mu_{\alpha,K}$ .
, $\alpha$ $K$ , $\mu_{\alpha,K}$ ?
$\mu_{\alpha,K}$ ,
$\rho_{n}(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})=\det_{\alpha}(K(x:, x_{\mathrm{j}}))_{j=1}^{n}.\cdot$,
. , ,
. 1 . ,
, $K$ , $J_{\alpha}=K(I+\alpha K)^{-1}$ ,
$J$ $\det_{\alpha}(J(x:, x_{j}))_{j=1}^{n}.\cdot,’\forall x_{1},$ $\ldots,x_{n},\forall n\geq 0$ ,
$\mu_{\alpha,K}$ .




$. \prod_{1\geq 1}(1+\alpha\lambda:)^{-1/\alpha}arrow\prod_{\dot{\iota}\geq 1}e^{-\lambda}$
:
$=$ $\exp(-\mathrm{h}(1-e^{-f})K)=\exp(\int_{R}(1-e^{-f})K(x,x)dx)$ .




3.1. $\alpha\in\{-1/m ; m=1,2, \ldots\}\cup\{0\}\cup\{2/m ; m=1,2, \ldots\}$
, $K$ $\mu_{\alpha,K}$ .
$\det_{\alpha}(K(x:, x_{j}))$ .
3.2. , $K$ $\mu_{\alpha,K}$
$\alpha$ . , $K$ ,








$\alpha=\pm 1$ $\mu\pm 1,K$ 2.1 22
. , \Delta $m$
, $m$ , $\alpha=\pm 1/m$
.
$\alpha=2$ . $K$ , $E[X(x)]=$
$0,$ $E[X(x)X(y)]=K(x, y)$ $\{X(x), x\in R\}$
. $\text{ }$ intensity $X^{2}(x)\lambda(dx)$
$X^{2}$ $E[\Pi_{X^{2}}]$ $\mu_{2,K}$
. $\alpha=2$ , $\alpha=2/m$
$\alpha=\pm 1/m$ .
$\alpha=2$ , .
3.4. $X_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $X_{n}$ 0, $A$ ,
$\det_{2}A=E[X_{1}^{2}\cdots X_{n}^{2}]$ .
, , $\det_{\alpha}$ .




(1) $\det_{\alpha}A$ $\det A$ per $A$ , $\det_{q}A$
,
$\det_{q}A=\sum_{\sigma\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}}q^{\iota(\sigma)}.\cdot\prod_{=1}^{n}a_{1\sigma(:)}$.
. , $\iota(\sigma)$ ,
$\iota(\sigma)=\#\{(i,j) ; 1\leq i<j\leq n, \sigma(i)>\sigma(j)\}$
. $\det_{q}A$ 1J , $-1\leq$
$q\leq 1$ , (q\iota (\sigma \eta -l))cr,y756 , $\det_{q}A$
[1].
113
(2) $\chi$’ $n$ $\lambda$ $6_{7}$ .
,
$\det_{\lambda}A=\sum_{\sigma\in 6_{n}}\chi\lambda(\sigma)\prod_{\dot{*}=1}^{n}a:\sigma(i)$
. immanant $[3, 5]$ , $A$
$\det\lambda A\geq 0$
. , Schur [10].
$\det_{\lambda}A\geq\chi_{\lambda}(1)\det A$.
, $A$
$\det_{\lambda}A\leq\chi_{\lambda}(1)$ per $A$ .
Lieb . , $n\leq 13$
[9].
(3) $\det_{\alpha}A$ immanant .
$\det_{\alpha}A=\sum_{|\lambda|=n}\alpha^{n}(\begin{array}{l}\alpha^{-1}\lambda’\end{array})\det_{\lambda}A$.
, $\lambda’$ $\lambda$ dual, $(_{\lambda}^{\beta})$ ,
$(\begin{array}{l}\sqrt\lambda\end{array})=\prod_{x\in\lambda}(\frac{\sqrt-c(x)}{h(x)})$
. $x$ $\lambda$ $i$ $j$ $c(x)=j-i$,
$h(x)$ hook length .
, $|\alpha|\leq 1/n$ ,
$A\in H_{n}\Rightarrow\det_{\alpha}A\geq 0$
.
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